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Abstract
We consider a stochastic di.erential equation (SDE) of jump type on a 2nite-dimensional
connected smooth and oriented manifold M . The SDE is driven by a family (j , 16 j6 n) of
complete smooth vector 2elds on M and an n-dimensional L$evy process X with characteristics
(b; ; 	), where b=(bj) is a real vector, =(ji ) is a real matrix, 16 j6 n, 16 i6m, m6 n and
	 is a L$evy measure on Rn − {0}. The induced %ows of local di.eomorphisms (t(:; w), t¿ 0)
on M are assumed to be stochastically complete. We 2nd a necessary and su8cient condition
for irreducibility of the %ows with respect to a volume measure. We apply this criterion to the
Horizontal L$evy %ows on the orthonormal frame bundle over a compact Riemannian manifold
and prove that the spherical symmetric (isotropic) L$evy motion on M is ergodic with respect to
the Riemannian measure on M .
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X = (X (t), t¿ 0) be an Rn-valued L$evy process de2ned on some probability
space (;F;P), i.e. X is continuous in probability with stationary and independent
increments. We assume further that X (0) = 0 a.s. P. By the L$evy–Itoˆ theorem (Ikeda
and Watanabe, 1989; Protter, 1990), there exists an m-dimensional standard Brownian
motion W = (W (t), t¿ 0), with m6 n, a Poisson random measure N on the Borel
-2eld B(R+× (Rn−{0})), a vector b=(bj)∈Rn and a real (n×m) matrix =(jk)
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so that for each 16 j6 n,
X j(t) = bj + jiW
i(t) +
∫ t+
0
∫
|x|61
xjN˜ (ds; dx) +
∫ t+
0
∫
|x|¿1
xjN (ds; dx);
where the -2nite measure 	 on B(Rn − {0}) de2ned by
E[N (t; E)] = t	(E)
satis2es the L$evy criterion∫
Rn−{0}
(|x|2 ∧ 1) d	¡∞
and N˜ is the compensated Poisson random measure de2ned by
N˜ (t; E) = N (t; E)− t	(E); t¿ 0; E ∈B(Rn − {0}):
Such a process X is called a L1evy process with characteristics (b; ; 	) and 	 is called
L1evy measure for X . Without loss of generality we assume further that (;F;P) is
the minimal probability space generated by the L$evy process X . We also set Ft] for the
minimal -2elds generated by {X (s): 06 s6 t}. We de2ne a semigroup (t : t¿ 0)
of P-measure preserving maps on (;F;P) by
t(X )(s) = X (t + s)− X (t); s¿ 0:
Let M be a 2nite-dimensional connected smooth manifold. A family of measurable
maps t(:; X ) on M is said to be a L1evy cocycle if for each p∈M the following
conditions are satis2ed:
(a) For each t¿ 0, t(p; X ) is Ft]-adapted.
(b) 0(p; X ) = p, t(s(p; X ); s(X )) = s+t(p; X ) a.s. P for all s; t¿ 0.
Fujiwara (1991) constructed a class of stochastic processes on a compact M by
solving a stochastic di.erential equation of jump type associated with a family (j) of
smooth vector 2elds. The construction in particular includes a class of L$evy cocycles.
On the other hand, Applebaum and Kunita (1993) took a general paracompact smooth
manifold and assumed that the vector 2elds (j) generate a 2nite-dimensional Lie
algebra which guarantees existence of a canonical Lie transformation group G (Palais,
1957) acting on M . A L$evy cocycle on M is constructed via a canonical L$evy cocycle
on the Lie group G by solving a stochastic di.erential equation of jump type on the
Lie-group. Following Applebaum (1995) and Applebaum and Tang (2001), we assume
now on that M is a para-compact smooth manifold and the family (j) of vector 2elds
and their linear combinations are complete.
Let (j, 16 j6 n) be a family of smooth vector 2elds on M . For each real vector
x∈Rn we set vector 2eld x =
∑
j x
jj. Thus x is also complete by our assumption.
For each p∈M , t ∈R, x∈Rn we de2ne
x(t)(p) = exp(tx)(p);
where exp is the usual exponential map which associates the unique integral curve
through the point p along the vector 2eld x. We write now onward the di.eomorphism
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x(1) as x. Following Applebaum and Kunita (1993), Applebaum and Tang (2001)
and Applebaum (1995), we consider the L$evy %ows =(s; t : s6 t) which satis2es the
following stochastic di.erential equation (SDE) for any f∈C∞(M)
f(s; t(p)) =f(p) +
∫ t+
s
ji j(f)(s;u−) ◦ dWi(u)
+
∫ t+
s
∫
|x|¿1
[f(x(s;u−(p)))− f(s;u−(p))] ◦ N (du; dx)
+
∫ t+
s
∫
|x|¡1
[f(x(s;u−(p)))− f(s;u−(p))] ◦ N˜ (du; dx)
+
∫ t
s
L(f)(s;u−(p)) du (1.1)
up to an explosion time  (p;w),  (p;w)¿s, w∈, where
L(f) = bjj(f) + 12a
kjkj(f) +
∫
|x|¡1
[fx − f − xjj(f)]	(dx)
and a is the (n× n) matrix T, T is the transpose matrix of  and ◦ stands for Ito’s
integrals (Ikeda and Watanabe, 1989).
Moreover for any 2xed s6 t ¡ (p;w) the map p → s; t(p;w) is a local
di.eomorphism for almost all w∈. Furthermore for each 2xed t¿ s, Ds; t(!) =
{p∈M :  (p;w)¿t} is an open set for almost all w∈. For this exposition we as-
sume further that the process is stochastically complete, i.e. for each p∈M ,  (p;w)=
∞P-almost surely. In such a case Ds; t(!) is dense in M for almost all w∈. More-
over, stochastic completeness and uniqueness of the solution to (1.1) guarantee that
(t;0) is a L$evy cocycle. For more discussion on these issues and a more general class
of L$evy %ows we refer to Fujiwara and Kunita (1999) and also to Applebaum and Tang
(2001). For explicit examples of stochastically complete %ows, we refer to Fujiwara
(1991), Applebaum and Kunita (1993), Applebaum and Estrade (2000) and Applebaum
and Tang (2001).
We de2ne a Markov semigroup (Pt) on the space of measurable functions by
Pt( )(p) = E[ (t(p;!))];
where t = 0; t . It is also a Feller semigroup i.e. it takes bounded continuous functions
to bounded continuous functions and the map t → Pt( ) is continuous in the Banach
space topology of bounded continuous functions on M . For more details we refer to
Applebaum (1995).
Since s; t : (:; w) → s; t(:; w) is a local di.eomorphism on M , the induced map on
d-form (dim(M)= d) is non-degenerate. Thus maps a volume form to another volume
form locally. In order to guarantee this property globally we assume further that M is
also oriented. Thus the map s; t preserves the null sets of the measure, associated with
the volume form, on the Borel sets. We use the same notation % for the measure also.
Thus for any 2xed volume form % on M , we can extend the Feller semigroup (Pt)
to a unique Markov semigroup on the Banach space L∞(M; %) of bounded measurable
functions.
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We say % is invariant for (Pt) if
∫
M Pt( ) d%=
∫
M  d% for all  ∈C∞c (M) smooth
functions with compact support. We also say % is invariant for (t) if %−1t = % for
almost all w∈. An invariant measure for the %ows is also invariant for the associated
semigroup. The converse need not be true. Applebaum and Kunita (2000) investigated
a class of L$evy %ows constructed in Applebaum and Kunita (1993) where the family
of vector 2elds {k} are assumed to have generated a 2nite-dimensional Lie algebra.
In such a case they prove that a volume form % is invariant for the %ows (t) if each
vector 2eld k is %-divergence free. In fact, the hypothesis on (k) is used only to
guarantee stochastic completeness. Thus the result is well quali2ed for more general
stochastically complete L$evy %ows.
We say % is irreducible for (Pt) if there exists no non-trivial Borel set E so that
Pt((E)=(E for all t¿ 0. Since null sets do not depend on a particular volume measure,
this notion is independent of a particular choice we make for a volume measure. We
say the measure % is ergodic for (Pt) if % is 2nite, invariant and irreducible for
(Pt). In this exposition we aim at the general problem, assuming existence of an
unique stochastically complete %ows satisfying (1.1) and search for a necessary and
su8cient condition on the family of vector 2elds and L$evy characteristics (b; ; 	) for
irreducibility with respect to a volume measure.
To that end we 2rst introduce
N= { ∈L∞(M; %): Pt( ) =  ; Pt(| |2) = | |2; ∀t¿ 0}:
Since the %ow (by our hypothesis) is stochastically complete, constant functions on M
are elements in N, i.e. C ⊆ N. The equality C =N is equivalent to irreducibility
of (Pt) (Evans, 1977; Mohari, 2003). In fact  ∈N if and only if  s; t =  , ∀s6 t
almost surely % ×P (Proposition 2.1). In case  is also a smooth function on M we
check by the Ito’s formula (1.1) that such an invariant element for the %ows satis2es
the following relations:
(a)  ◦ exp(ti) =  for all 16 i6m, where i = (ji ).
(b)  ◦ exp(tb) =  for all t ∈R, where b= (bj).
(c)  ◦ exp(x) =  , for 	-almost all x.
Thus one of the approaches is to make this step useful, by guaranteeing that each
invariant element for (Pt) is smooth. If 	 = 0 and the Lie algebra of vector 2elds
(j) generates the tangent space at each point, a well-known result indeed says that
an invariant element for (Pt) is smooth and moreover the semigroup admits a unique
smooth ergodic measure. It is not clear how to adopt this method when 	 is not zero.
Moreover, the examples in Mohari (2003) suggest that such a hypothesis on the vector
2elds is not necessary for a unique smooth ergodic measure.
Applebaum and Kunita (2000) investigated ergodicity property for a class of stochas-
tically complete L$evy %ows where the family (j) generates a 2nite-dimensional Lie
algebra. The family of vector 2elds (
∑
j 
j
i j: 16 i6m), (
∑
j b
jj) and (x: x in the
support of 	) are further assumed to be full (i.e. they generate the full Lie algebra)
and ‘a support theorem’ is used to prove existence of a smooth ergodic measure pro-
vided the transformation group G is compact. However, this criterion is far from being
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necessary for a smooth measure to be irreducible or ergodic. Moreover, the methods
are not applicable to stochastically complete %ows on a compact manifold.
On the other hand in case 	 = 0, we can appeal to Mohari (2003) and 2nd a nec-
essary and su8cient condition for irreducibility. In this exposition, we follow in spirit
Mohari (2003) when 	 = 0 and explore the process (s; t) further and use the reverse
or backward process to make possible a weak version of Ito’s formulas for both for-
ward or backward %ows. Thus we prove that an element  ∈L∞(M; %) is invariant (i.e.
 s; t =  for almost all % ×P) for the stochastically complete %ows = (s; t) if and
only if  satis2es the identities (a)–(c) as element in L∞(M; %).
The last section gives an application of our main result to isotropic L$evy motion
(Gangoli, 1964; Applebaum, 1995; Applebaum and Estrade, 2000) on a compact Rie-
mannian manifold and prove that the Riemannian volume measure is an ergodic mea-
sure for the motion.
2. Irreducible Levy ows
In this section we always assume that the forward process (s; t ; 06 s6 t ¡∞) is
stochastically complete. We start with the following simple proposition.
Proposition 2.1.  ∈N if and only if  ◦ s; t =  , ∀t¿ s.
Proof. The proof goes along the same line as that of Proposition 2.1 (Mohari, 2003).
We omit the details.
We set Rs; t(!) for the range of s; t . From the relation t;u(s; t(p;w); w) = s;u(p;w)
for s6 t6 u¡ (s; w), it is simple to note that Rs;u(!) ⊂ Rt; u(!) whenever s6 t6 u.
Now given t ∈R+ and p∈M we de2ne *(t; p; w) = inf{s∈ [0; t]: p∈Rs; t(!)} (= t if
{::} = ∅). So we have the relation {p: *(t; p; !)¡s} ⊂ Rs; t(!). Hence the inverse
s; t(!)−1(p) is then well-de2ned if s¿*(t; p; !).
We de2ne the family t; s(p;!), 06 *(t; p; !)6 s6 t of backward processes by
t; s(p;!) = s; t(!)−1(p):
The backward process (t; s: 06 *(t; p; !)6 s6 t) is the unique maximal solution to
the following backward stochastic di.erential equation (Fujiwara and Kunita, 1999):
 (t; s(p;w)) =f(p) +
∫ t
s−
{
−ji j(f)(t;u−(p;w)) ◦b dWi(u)
+
∫
|x|¿1
[f−xt;u−(p;w)− ft;u−(p;w)] ◦b N (du; dx)
+
∫
|x|¡1
[f−xt;u−(p;w)− ft;u−(p;w)] ◦b N˜ (du; dx)
}
+
∫ t
s
L˜(f)(t;u−(p;w)) du; (2.1)
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where
L˜(f) =−bjj(f) + 12ajkjk(f) +
∫
|x|¡1
[f−x − f + xjj(f)]	(dx);
where ◦b stands for backward Ito’s integral (Kunita, 1990; Ouknine, 1998) and  is
any smooth function.
Since any local di.eomorphism map () preserves the null sets of %, the Radon–
Nikodym derivative (d%=d%)(x) is a well-de2ned strictly positive smooth function on
M . We denote by div% ∈C∞(M) for the divergence of a smooth vector 2eld  with
respect to % determined uniquely by the following relation:∫
M
( ) d% =−
∫
M
 div% d%;  ∈C∞(M):
We say (Abraham et al., 1988) a smooth vector 2eld is almost surely complete
with respect to % if for almost all x∈M the evolution exists for all time t ∈R. So a
complete smooth vector 2eld is necessarily almost surely complete. Converse need not
be true. For such a smooth vector 2eld  we set ∗(f) =−(f)− div% f on C∞(M).
In case  is almost complete with respect to %, we verify that  ◦ exp(t)=  , ∀t ∈R
if and only if 〈∗(f);  〉=0 for all smooth function f with compact support C∞c (M),
where 〈f;  〉= ∫M f d% and t is the %ow of the vector 2eld . For more details we
refer to Abraham et al. (1988).
We also recall from Applebaum and Kunita (2000) that the Radon–Nikodym process
,s; t(p;w) =
d%s; t(:; w)
d%
(p)
satis2es the following stochastic di.erential equation:
d,s; t = ,s; t
[
ji div
j
% (s; t) ◦ dWi(t) +
∫
|x|¿1
(-xs; t− − 1) ◦ N (dt; dx)
+
∫
|x|¡1
(-xs; t− − 1) ◦ N˜ (dt; dx) +
{
bj divj% s; t +
1
2 a
jkD(j; k)s; t
+
∫
|x|¡1
(-xs; t − 1− xj divj% s; t)	(x)
}
dt
]
(2.2)
on Ds; t(!) i.e. for t ¡ *(s; x), where
-x =
d%z
d%
and D(j; k) = div
%
j
div%k + j(div
%
k
):
We here remark that although they have considered a special class of L$evy %ows,
proof goes through for the general case. However we need to interpret (2.2) as an
operator valued processes. In order to avoid this we adopt the method outlined in
appendix of Mohari (2003) for a similar equation Baxendale (1986) and use additional
hypothesis that M is orientable. We omit the details.
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Going along the same line as in Applebaum and Kunita (2000), we verify that the
Radon–Nikodym process
,˜t; s(p) =
d%t; s(:; w)
d%
(p)
satis2es the following stochastic di.erential equation:
d,˜t; s = ,˜t; s
[
−ji divj% t; s ◦b dWi(s) +
∫
|x|¿1
(-−xt; s− − 1) ◦b N (ds; dx)
+
∫
|x|¡1
(-−xt; s − 1) ◦b N˜ (ds; dx) +
{
−bj divj% t; s + 12 ajkD(j; k)t; s
+
∫
|x|¡1
(-−xt; s − 1 + xj divj% t; s)	(dx)
}
ds
]
(2.3)
on Rs; t(!).
For any 2xed f∈C∞c (M), we consider the process f(t; s(p;w)),˜t; s(p;w) and appeal
to Ito’s formula for the following backward stochastic di.erential equation:
f(t; s(p;w)),˜t; s(p;w)
=f(p) +
∫ t
s−
{ ∑
16k6d
ji 
∗
j (f)(t; r(p;w)),˜t; r(p;w) ◦b dWi(r)
+
∫
|x|¿1
[f ◦ −x-−xt; r−(p;w)− ft;r−(p;w)],˜t; r(p;w) ◦b N (dr; dx)
+
∫
|x|¡1
[f−x-−xt; r−(p;w)− ft;r−(p;w)],˜t; r(p;w) ◦b N˜ (dr; dx)
+
{
−bj∗j (f)t; r(p;w) + 12ajk∗j ∗k (f)t; r(p;w)
+
∫
|x|61
(f−x-−x − f + xj∗j )t; r−(p;w),˜t; r(p;w)	(dx)
}
dr
}
(2.4)
on Rs; t(!).
In case Rs; t(!) = M for almost all !, we can appeal to the stochastic Fubini’s
Theorem (Protter, 1990), with the 2nite measure  d% on M (here for the time being
we are assuming % is 2nite), for the following:
〈f;  s; t〉= 〈f;  〉+
∫ t
s−
[
〈ji ∗j (f);  ◦ r; t(:; w)〉 ◦b dWi(r)
+
∫
|x|¿1
〈f−x-−x − f;  r−; t〉 ◦b N (dr; dx)
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+
∫
|x|61
〈f−x-−x − f;  r−; t〉 ◦b N˜ (dr; dx)
+
{〈
−bi∗i (f) + ajk∗j ∗k (f)
+
∫
|x|61
(f−x-−x − f + xj∗j (f));  r; t
〉
	(dx)
}
dr
]
; (2.5)
where we have used the equality
〈f ◦ t; s,t; s;  〉= 〈f;  (s; t(:; w))〉
which is valid provided both Rs; t(!) and Ds; t(!) are equal to M for almost all w∈.
Now we aim to remove the assumption that Rs; t(!) = M for almost all w∈ by
a limiting argument known as interlacing construction in the literature (Applebaum,
2000). To that end we follow Applebaum and Tang (2001, p. 225) and construct
a sequence of forward %ows (Ns; t : 06 s6 t), associated with vector 2elds (
N
k ) and
L$evy process XN with characteristics (bN ; ; 	N ) where b
j
N = b
j − ∫1=N¡|x|¡1 xj d	(x),
	N (E) = 	(E
⋂{x: 1N ¡ |x|}) and Nj = 2Nj, 16 j6 n and (2N ) is a sequence of
smooth functions with increasing compact support so that 2N → 1 as N increases to ∞.
Note that we also have approximated the vector 2elds which guarantee strict stochastic
completeness for the associated Brownian %ows, thus for the inter-laced L$evy %ows
(Ns; t) (Applebaum, 2000; Applebaum and Tang, 2001). In such a case, by an argument
similar to that used for the inter-lacing construction (Applebaum and Tang, 2001) we
conclude that the domain DNs; t(!) and range RNs; t(!) of Ns; t are equal to M for almost
all ! and Ns; t(!) → s; t(!) almost surely as N → ∞, where convergence is uniform
on bounded intervals. Hence (2.5) is valid for each N¿ 1. Since f is having compact
support, (N )∗k (f)=
∗
k (f) for large N and the process (s; t)→ 〈(N )∗k (f);  ◦Ns; t(:; !)〉
is also uniformly bounded and limiting value as N →∞ is 〈∗k (f);  (s; t(:; !))〉. Hence
we can appeal to stochastic dominated convergence theorem (Protter, 1990, Theorem
48) to conclude that (2.5) is also valid for the family (k) and (b; ; 	). We summarize
our result in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let (s; t) be a stochastically complete L1evy 6ow associated with a
family of smooth vector 7elds (j) on M and L1evy characteristics (b; ; 	). Then for
any smooth function f with compact support and  ∈L∞(M; %), where % is a 7nite
measure, (2.5) is valid.
We need one more proposition before we go to main result.
Proposition 2.3. Let s; t be a L1evy 6ow as in Proposition 2.2 so that Ds; t(!) = M
and Rs; t(!) = M for almost all w. Then for any smooth function f with
compact support and  ∈L∞(M; %), where % is a 7nite volume measure, the
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following holds:
〈f;  s; t(:; !)〉 − 〈f;  〉
=
∫ t
s
ji 〈∗j (f ◦ r; s(:; w),r;s ◦ r; s(:; !));  〉 ◦ dWi(r)
+
∫ t+
s
∫
|x|¿1
〈f; [ (x(s; r−(:; !))−  (s; r−(:; !))]〉 ◦ N (dr; dx)
+
∫ t+
s
∫
|x|¡1
〈f; [ (x(s; r−(:; !)))−  (s; r−(:; !))]〉 ◦ N (dr; dx)
+
∫ t
s
〈f;L( )(s; r−(:; !)) du; (2.6)
where
L( ) = bjj( ) + 12a
jkjk( )
∫
|x|¡1
[ x −  − xjj( )]	(dx)
is to be interpreted in the sense of distribution.
Proof. Essential idea in the proof is same as that of Proposition 2.2. Essential dif-
ference here is that instead of the backward equation for the reverse %ow, we re-
call from Kunita (1990) that the process f(t; s(y;!)) also satis2es a similar forward
stochastic di.erential equation. The rest goes along the lines outlined in Mohari (2003)
for Brownian %ows once we incorporate stochastic di.erential equation of jump type
(Fujiwara, 1991; Fujiwara and Kunita, 1999). Once again we omit the details.
Before we state the next proposition we set
I= { ∈L∞(M; %):  ◦ i(t) =  ; ∀t ∈R; 16 i6m;
 ◦ b(t) =  ;  ◦ x =  ; 	-a:s: x}:
Note that the equalities appearing in I need to be interpreted as elements in L∞(M; %).
Thus pointwise equality hold modulo a %-null set which may depend on which two
functions are under consideration. However following Mohari (2003), we can explore
regularity of the measures %; 	 and smoothness of the manifold to conclude that the
pointwise equality hold modulo a null set which only depends on the function  ∈I.
For more details we refer to Mohari (2003).
Proposition 2.4. Let (s; t) be a L1evy 6ow as in Proposition 2.2 and % be a volume
measure on M. Then  ∈N if and only if  ∈I.
Proof. Since null sets do not depend on a particular choice of a volume form, the
proposition remains same if we replace d% by f d%, where f is a smooth positive
integrable function. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that % is a 2nite
measure for the purpose of this proposition.
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Let  ∈N. By Proposition 2.1  ◦ s; t(:; !) =  (:) for almost all !. So in case
 ∈N, by (2.5) we conclude that for almost all !, ∫ ts ji 〈∗j (f);  〉 ◦b dWi(r) + =0.
By taking conditional expectation on each component or by computing the angu-
lar bracket with the processes Wi(s) − Wi(t), we conclude for each 16 i6m that
〈∑j ji ∗j (f);  〉 = 0. Now we use our hypothesis that for all x∈M , the %ow asso-
ciated with any linear combination of the family of vector 2elds (k) exists glob-
ally and conclude that  i(t) =  as element in L
∞(M; %) for all t ∈R. In par-
ticular, the Wiener integral in (2.5) also vanishes. Now computing angular bracket
of the residue in (2.5) with
∫ t
s−
∫
x:|x|¿1 ◦b N (dr; dx) we verify by Ito’s formula that∫ t
s−
∫
x:|x|¿1〈f−x-−x−f;  r−; t〉◦bN (dr; dx)=0. Since % is a volume measure we also
have  r−; t =  as element in L∞(M; %) for almost all w∈P. Hence by taking expec-
tation we 2nd
∫
x:|x|¿1〈f−x-−x−f;  〉 d	(x)=0. In particular, the Poisson integral part
is also zero and hence we are now left with the residue
∫ t
s−
∫
x:|x|¡1〈f−x-−x−f;  〉◦b
N˜ ((s; t]; dx)+
∫
x:|x|¡1{〈f−x-−x −f+ xj∗j (f);  〉	(dx)+ 〈−bii;  〉}(t− s)= 0: Once
more now computing the angular bracket with the compensated Poisson’s point process
N˜ we 2nd that
∫
x:|x|¡1〈f−x-−x−f;  〉 ◦b N˜ ((s; t]; dx)=0. By computing the variance
of the integral we conclude that
∫
x:|x|¡1 |〈f−x-−x −f;  〉|2	(dx) = 0. Moreover (2.5)
is now reduced to 〈−bji(f);  〉 = 0. Since f is any smooth function with compact
support we conclude that  ∈I.
For the converse let  ∈I. Then it is trivial to verify that  ∈IN , where IN is
the set of invariant elements associated with the family of vector 2elds (Nk ) and L$evy
characteristics (bN ; ; 	N ) de2ned as in Proposition 2.2. Hence open sets DNs; t(!) and
RNs; t(!) are equal to M for almost all w∈. We now may appeal to Proposition 2.3 and
conclude that for any smooth function f with compact support 〈f;  〉=〈f;  ◦Ns; t(:; !)〉
for almost all !. Now by taking limit N →∞ we conclude that 〈f;  〉=〈f;  s; t(:; !)〉
for all smooth function with compact support. Hence by Proposition 2.1  ∈N.
Theorem 2.5. Let s; t(p;w), t¿ 0 be a stochastically complete L1evy 6ow satisfying
(1.1). Then (0; t) is irreducible with respect to a volume measure % if and only if I
is trivial, i.e. consists of constant functions only.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.4.
3. Ergodicity of Levy motion on a Riemannian manifold
We now aim to apply our main result in a speci2c example. Inspired by Gangoli’s
(1964) work on in2nite divisible laws on symmetric spaces, Applebaum and Estrade
(2000) have introduced a notion of isotropic L$evy motion on a Riemannian manifold.
The stochastic process is constructed by projecting a suitable isotropic horizontal L$evy
%ow on the orthonormal frame bundle over the manifold. The Markov property of
the projected process on the manifold is guaranteed by the isotropic property of the
L$evy measure. However in case the manifold is %at, one can construct non-isotropic
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L$evy motion on the manifold by solving stochastic di.erential equation (1.1) with
suitable vector 2elds and motion can also have a drift. Thus their construction leaves
out non-isotropic L$evy motion on a %at manifold. In this section, we will 2rst indicate a
slight modi2cation of Applebaum and Estrade’s (2000) construction to include a more
general L$evy motion on a Riemannian manifold and show that the constraints on the
L$evy measure and the drift vector 2eld appear due to the geometry of the manifold.
In particular, the holonomy group will play a crucial role in determining the Markov
property of the projected process on the manifold.
To that end, let M be a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and O(M)
be the orthonormal frame bundle equipped with the Levi–Civita connection. We note
that O(M) is a principal 2ber bundle with structure group O(n) and denote as 5 the
canonical projection from O(M) to M . We will abuse notation to the extent of using
5 to also denote the induced projection from T (O(M)) to T (M). For each r ∈O(M),
the connection induces a decomposition
Tr(O(M)) = Hr(O(M))⊕ Vr(O(M))
into horizontal (Hr(O(M))) and vertical (Vr(O(M))) subspaces. Now let r ∈O(M) with
5(r)=p. For any x∈Rn and r ∈O(M), r(x)∈Tp(M). We de2ne the basic vector 7eld
H (x) associated to x to be the unique horizontal vector 2eld on O(M) for which
5(H (x))(r) = r(x):
Now let e1; : : : ; en be an arbitrary basis for Rd and write Hj = H (ej) for 16 j6 n.
Following Applebaum (1995) and Applebaum and Estrade (2000) we de2ne a hor-
izontal L1evy motion  = (t ; 06 t ¡ (r; !)) on O(M) which is adapted to its own
2ltration by the prescription
df(t(r; w)) =L(f)(t(r; w)) dt + 
j
i Hj(f)(t(r; w)) ◦ dWi(t)
+
∫
x:|x|61
(f ◦ x − f)(t−(r; w)) ◦ N˜ (dx; dt)
+
∫
x:|x|¿1
(f ◦ x − f)(t−(r; w)) ◦ N (dx; dt) (3.1)
with 0(r; w) = r almost surely, where
L(f)(r) =H (b)(f)(r) + aijHiHj(f)(r)
+
∫
x:|x|61
[fx(r)− f(r)− xjHj(f)(r)] d	(x):
For the proof of existence and uniqueness, we refer to the original article (Applebaum
and Estrade, 2000). It is also simple to check by uniqueness that t(rg; X )=t(r; g−1X )g.
The interlacing construction (Applebaum and Estrade, 2002, Section 4) clearly shows
that t(r; w)∈P(r) for all t¿ 0, i.e. the stochastic process indeed stays in P(r), where
P(r) is the reduced holonomy bundle based at r over M with structure group as G(r). It
is a closed Lie subgroup of the orthogonal group O(n) de2ned by {g∈O(n) : r ∼ rg},
where two elements r; r′ ∈O(M) are equivalent, i.e. r ∼ r′ if their exists a piecewise
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smooth horizontal curves joining r and r′. 5 is still an onto map on M from P(r).
Thus for any two elements r; r′ ∈O(M); P(r) and P(r′) are either identical or disjoint.
For more details we refer to Kobayashi and Nomizu (1963).
We 2x 2rst any r0 ∈O(M) and consider the reduced principle 2ber bundle P(r0)
over the manifold M with structure group G(r0) and still denote as 5 the projection
map. Now for any 2xed p∈M , we choose any r ∈P(r0) and consider the horizontal
L$evy motion on the reduced principle 2ber bundle (P(r0); G(r0)). We prescribe as
usual a stochastic process on M by
Rr0t (p; X ) = 5t(r; X )
and a positive map (*t) on the Banach space of M -valued bounded continuous functions
by
*t( )(p) = E[ 5(t(r; X ))]
for r ∈P(r0) with 5(r) = p. Since t(r; X )g = t(rg; gX ), we note that (*t) is well
de2ned if X and Xg are identical in the sense of identical distribution. In such a case
we use the cocycle property of the horizontal L$evy %ows to compute the following for
any s; t¿ 0:
*s+t( )(p) = E[ 5 t(s(r; X ); s(X ))]
= E[Es][ 5 t(s(r; X ); s(X ))]]
= E[*t( )5 s(r; X )] = *s*t( )(p);
where Es] is the conditional expectation with respect to the -2eld Fs] generated
by the L$evy process up to time s. In such a case Rr0t is a Markov process, i.e.
E[ Rr0s+t(p; X )|Fs]] = *t( )(Rr0s (p; X )).
Proposition 3.1 (Gangoli, 1964; Applebaum and Estrade, 2000): For a 7xed r0 ∈O(M),
let (t) be the horizontal L1evy 6ow which satis7es (3.1) on the reduced 7ber bundle
(P(r0); G(r0)). Then (R
r0
t ) is well de7ned if X and Xh are having identical distri-
bution for all h∈G(r0). In such a case L1evy measure 	 is G(r0)-invariant, b is
G(r0)-invariant and hah−1 = a for all h∈G(r0) and (Rr0t ) is a Markov process.
Proof. That X and Xg are having same distribution if and only if the L$evy measure
	 is G(r0)-invariant, b is G(r0)-invariant and hah−1 = a for all h∈G(r0) follow from
uniqueness of L$evy–Ito’s decomposition.
So far our construction of the Markov process Rr0t seems to depend on which reduced
bundle we have picked up over M . In case we choose a di.erent reduced 2ber bundle
P′ based at say r0g∈O(M) where g∈O(n) but not in G(r0), then the reduced 2ber
bundle P′ = {rg: r ∈P(r0)} is a disjoint set from P(r0) and the holonomy group is
g−1G(r0)g.
Although t(r; X ) is a horizontal L$evy %ow on P′ for any r ∈P′ the projection
5t(rg; X ) need not be a Markov process unless X is g−1G(r0)g invariant in the sense
of identical distribution. However for any such g∈O(n), the process t → t(rg; g−1X )
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is also a horizontal L$evy %ows on P′ and the projection 5t(rg; g−1X ) on M , is in-
deed a Markov process with the same generator since g−1X is invariant by g−1G(r0)g
once X is so by G(r0). Thus up to an isomorphism the constructions depend only
on the base point p in the manifold M . In the remaining part of this section we in-
vestigate existence of an ergodic volume measure for the L$evy motion (Rr0t ) on the
manifold M . In case reduced holonomy group is full, i.e. SO(n), our construction coin-
cide with that of Applebaum and Estrade (2000). In case the manifold is %at then there
is no constraint on 	 neither on the drift term. Following Ikeda and Watanabe (1989),
Applebaum and Estrade (2000) outlined an alternative method to describe such a pro-
cess by changing the connection on the manifold. However 	 is assumed to be O(n)
invariant. Thus the modi2cation adopted here is more general which says that 	 need
to be invariant only by the holonomy group.
We skip explicit description of the generator of (*t) as it depends on the holonomy
group.
We investigate now the invariance property of the Liouville volume form on O(M).
To that end we 2x a standard basis (Aij = |ei〉〈ej| − |ej〉〈ei|; 16 i6d; i6 j6d)
of the Lie-algebra O(d) and consider the family of fundamental vector 2elds (A∗ij :
16 i6d; i + 16 j6d). We recall from Nomizu (1956, p. 50, Proposition 2) that
[A∗ij ; Hk ] = HAij|ek〉 = >jkHi − >ikHj: (3.2)
We identify a vector 2eld with 1-form via the Riemannian metric on OM and set
the Liouville volume form % on OM de2ned by
% =
∧
16i6n
Hi
∧
16k6d
∧
k+16l6d
A∗kl:
It is simple to check that % is basis independent. Each basic and fundamental vector
2elds are divergence free with respect to %. See Mohari (2003) for details. Thus % is
an invariant measure for the %ow (t) Applebaum and Kunita (2000). In particular %
is invariant for the semigroup associated with (t).
Now we construct a volume form on P(r0) which is invariant for the horizontal
%ows on P(r0). We 2x any orthogonal basis (@k : 16 k6 v) for the Lie sub-algebra
of the reduced holonomy group and denote by (@∗k ) the associated fundamental vector
2elds. We set volume form %r0 on P(r0) by
%r0 =
∧
16i6d
Hi
∧
16k6v
@∗k
and check by (3.2) that Lie derivative with respect to basic vector 2elds (Hj) and
fundamental vector 2elds (@k) of the volume form %r0 is zero. Thus %r0 is invariant for
the %ow (t) restricted to P(r0).
We also de2ne I={ ∈L∞(OM; %):  ◦exp(Hx)= a.s. 	,  ◦exp (t
∑
j b
jHj)= ,
 ◦ exp (t∑j ji Hj)=  , ∀16 i6 n, t ∈R} and denote by Ir0 the associated invariant
elements for the horizontal L$evy %ows on the reduced 2ber bundle P(r0). Note that
Ir0 and Ir0g are also isomorphic via the map g :  →  g, where  g(r) =  (rg).
Thus irreducibility criterion is independent of the choice that we make for a reduced
orthonormal frame bundle.
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A simple consequence of our main result of the last section (Theorem 2.5) is the
following:
Theorem 3.2. The Liouville volume form % on O(M) is invariant for the L1evy 6ows
on O(M) and it is irreducible if and only if I is trivial. Moreover:
(a) The Liouville volume form 	r0 on P(r0) is invariant for the L1evy 6ows on P(r0)
and it is irreducible if and only if Ir0 is trivial.
(b) The Riemannian volume form is invariant for (Rr0t ). Moreover, it is ergodic if
and only if there exists only constant function  ∈L∞(M; dx) so that 5 ∈Ir0 ,
where dx is the Riemannian volume form on M.
Following Gangoli (1964) and Applebaum and Estrade (2000), we say a L$evy mo-
tion is isotropic if b = 0, T = aI , where a¿ 0 and 	 is SO(n) invariant. In such a
case the generator of (*t) is
A( )(p) =
1
2
aC( )(p) +
∫
x∈Rn−{0}
[ Expx(p)−  (p)] d	p(x);
where (	p) is a 2eld of -2nite measure on Rn − {0} de2ned by 	p(E) = 	(r−1(E));
5(r) = p and Exp is the Riemannian exponential which maps tangent vectors to
geodesies (Kobayashi and Nomizu, 1963; Applebaum and Estrade, 2000).
Corollary 3.3. The Riemannian volume form is ergodic for isotropic L1evy motion on
M for any 	.
Proof. We need to show that if  5∈Ir0 then  is a constant function. First note that
 5∈I by the isomorphism. Thus  5 is an invariant element for the %ows associated
with basic and fundamental vector 2elds which generate the tangents space of O(M).
Thus  5 is a constant function on O(M). 5 being an onto map,  is a constant
function on M . For more details we refer to Mohari (2003).
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